Price list of Stadtwerke München GmbH
Admission prices from 1 May 2018
for M / Bäder public pools
OFFER

SINGLE TICKET

ADDITIONAL
PAYMENT*

OFFER

SINGLE TICKET

1. Indoor pools

5. S
 aunas and Roman-Irish steam baths (with use of swimming pool)

Bad Forstenrieder Park, Bad Giesing-Harlaching and Müller‘sches Volksbad

Bad Forstenrieder Park

Normal price
Normal price reduction group A1

4,80 €
3,40 €

Early and late swimmers**, normal price
Early and late swimmers**, reduction group A1

3,60 €
3,20 €

Normal price (4 hour time limit)
All-day ticket
Evening price daily from 8 pm

Single cabin surcharge at Müller‘sches Volksbad
(apart from disabled from GdB 50)

1,00 €

0,60 €
0,60 €

5,30 €
3,70 €

Early and late swimmers**, normal price
Early and late swimmers**, reduction group A1

4,00 €
3,50 €

3,10 €

Cosimawellenbad, Dantebad, Michaelibad, Müller‘sches Volksbad, Nordbad,
Olympia-Schwimmhalle (after refurbishment), Prinzregentenstadion and Südbad

Cosimawellenbad, Michaelibad, Nordbad,
Olympia-Schwimmhalle (after refurbishment) and Südbad

Family ticket (maximum of two adults
with up to six children up to 14 years)

17,20 €
25,50 €
9,00 €

Normal price (4 hour time limit)
All-day ticket
Evening price daily from 8 pm

Normal price
Normal price reduction group A1

ADDITIONAL
PAYMENT* **

Relaxation cabin and 1 blanket
(Müller‘sches Volksbad and Nordbad)
0,70 €
0,70 €

18,80 €
28,40 €
13,30 €
4,50 €

3,40 €

18,50 €
27,80 €
12,90 €

3,30 €

19,70 €
26,20 €
13,60 €

3,10 €

Olympia-Schwimmhalle during refurbishment
Normal price (4 hour time limit)
All-day ticket
Evening price daily from 8 pm

16,00 €

Olympia-Schwimmhalle during refurbishment

Westbad, Saunainsel (sauna island)

Normal price
Normal price reduction group A1

4,80 €
3,50 €

Early and late swimmers**

3,30 €

Normal price (5 hour time limit)
All-day ticket
Evening price daily from 8 pm

Westbad (swimming pool and offene Saunalandschaft (open sauna landscape))

6. Massage (own personnel; only applies in Bad Forstenrieder Park
and only in connection with a pool admission ticket)

Normal price
Normal price reduction group A1

20 minutes

13,60 €
8,70 €

Early and late swimmers**

5,60 €

Family ticket (maximum of two adults
with up to six children up to 14 years)

3,20 €

21,00 €

7. Standard tariff in the absence of a valid ticket
or for misuse of the admission ticket

32,20 €

2. Winter open-air heated pool

Up to 14 years (up to the 15th birthday)

40,00 €

From 15 years (from the 15th birthday)

60,00 €

8. Contribution to administrative costs

Dante-Winter-Warmfreibad
Normal price
Normal price reduction group A1

8,60 €
5,80 €

Early and late swimmers**

4,60 €

On return of credit out of goodwill
9. Monthly ticket (only for reduction group B2)

1,60 €

44,00 €

Valid in the Bad Forstenrieder Park indoor pools,
Bad Giesing-Harlaching, Müller‘sches Volksbad
(excluding showers and baths) and in all outdoor
pools (not apply in saunas or steam baths)

3. Outdoor pools
Normal price
Normal price reduction group A1

8,00 €

4,60 €
3,20 €

10. Special offers

4. Showers and baths (Müller‘sches Volksbad)
Bath (45 minutes)
Shower bath (30 minutes)
Short time tariff (30 minutes, applies outside
the opening times of showers and baths;
Swimming pool showers may be used)

3,50 €
2,20 €
2,20 €

For the extra use of times with few visitors, special offers can be introduced.
11. Provision of discounts

2,60 €

The SWM can provide discounts for customers who use cash cards
or other electronic payment methods.
12. Extension or cancellation of short bathing times
The SWM can extend or completely abolish the time limits on bathing time.
13. Loss

of locker key
For lost keys a fee of 20 € (swimming pool) or 30 €
(steam bath/sauna) is due (with issue of receipt).

Reduction group A:

* 	For time overrun applies for each additional

1

started half an hour
** 	Early swimmers: valid up to 2.5 hours on working
days after normal opening time for a stay of 1.5 hours
Late swimmers: valid 1.5 hours daily before
normal closing time
*** Additional payment for each started hour

(on presentation of the corresponding entitlement pass)
 	Young people 6 − 14 years old (up to the 15th birthday)
 Disabled from GdB 50
 Owners of the „München-Pass”
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Reduction group B:

(on presentation of the corresponding entitlement pass)
 	 Disabled from GdB 50
 Pensioners and retirees
 	Current recipients of HLU or social welfare in old age and
with reduction in earning capacity

Children below 6 (up to the 6th birthday)
accompanied by an adult have free entrance in all
indoor and outdoor pools as well as in the PrinzregentenEisstadion (Prinzregenten-Ice rink) and in showers and baths
(does not apply to saunas and steam baths).
Authorized accompanying person for
disabled from GdB 50
have free admission in all indoor and outdoor pools, into
showers and baths as well as the saunas and steam baths.
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General conditions for admission tickets and the M-Bäderkarte
(discount card)
Validated single tickets are only valid for the bathing establishment for which they
were issued.
The stay in the pool begins with the cancellation of the admission ticket at the entrance
and ends with leaving the pool at the turnstile. Single tickets lose their validity on leaving
the pool.
Single tickets are valid only on the day of cancellation, monthly tickets according to
their coding. The M-Bäderkarte is valid without limit.
The early and late swimmer times apply for 1.5 hours. If, as an early swimmer, you overrun your swim time then please subsequently pay the applicable supplementary amount.

Wir schützen Ihr Guthaben
auf der M-Bäderkarte

For reduced entrance prices which are only valid in connection with an entitlement pass,
this must also be displayed. If the visitor does not comply with this request, they can be
excluded from use of the pool. The duty to pay an increased admission fee is unaffected
by this.

Ihr Vorteil: Wir buchen Ihr Guthaben, das sich bei Meldung des Kartenverlusts
auf Ihrer Karte beﬁndet, auf eine neue Karte um. Dazu benötigen wir Ihre Daten,
damit wir die verloren gegangene Karte eindeutig zuordnen können. Bitte füllen
Sie die Postkarte in Druckbuchstaben aus.

You can save with the M-Bäderkarte!
Profit from a direct price advantage on every entry.

Der Schutz tritt drei Wochen nach Abgabe Ihrer Daten in Kraft.

This is how it works:
It is possible to top up your M-Bäderkarte with a minimum amount of € 25 at the tills.
Higher amounts than this can be freely topped up in € 5 steps. Irrespective of the top-up
amount, a price advantage of 10% will be stored on your M-Bäderkarte. When you pass
through the turnstile with your M-Bäderkarte, the discount is applied to the rate valid at
the time of admission and deducted directly.

Loss of ticket

Vorname

Nachname

Geburtsdatum

E-Mail-Adresse (optional)

Straße / Hausnummer

PLZ / Ort

Lost tickets will not be replaced.
Bitte umseitig unterschreiben.

Admission tickets and M-Bäderkarte credits are excluded from exchange or
reimbursement.
The loss of an M-Bäderkarte with credit will be replaced if the postcard „Wir schützen Ihr
aufgeladenes Guthaben” („we protect your loaded credit”) has been filled in completely
and returned. The postcard can be obtained from all cash desks at the indoor pools,
the Dante Winter-Warmfreibad and the Prinzregentenstadion. The credit protection
applies three weeks after submitting the postcard.
The loss of the M-Bäderkarte can be reported in this case during the opening times at all
cash desks of the indoor pools, the Dante Winter-Warmfreibad and the Prinzregenten
stadion. A new card with the credit transferred will be issued there on presentation of an
official ID bearing a photograph.

Unauthorized
entry1
7163_Postkarte
Schutz Bäderguthaben.indd
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The admission tickets must be retained during the use of the pools if they have not
been swallowed by the till system directly on entrance to the pool, and shown to the
pool personnel on request. Single and monthly tickets or access chips/keys are not
transferrable (M-Bäderkarte is transferrable).
The SWM charges a standard tariff for unauthorized entry to the pool area
or for misuse of the admission ticket.

Use

Unauthorized entry always occurs if the pool visitor

The M-Bäderkarte enables admission to all Munich pools and the Prinzregentenstadion.
With the M-Bäderkarte, entrance tickets can also be purchased at the pool cash desk
and the vending machines.



On entry through the turnstile, the tariff applicable at the time of use will be debited.

In all cases the SWM reserves the right to criminal prosecution.

uses the pool and/or sauna area without a valid admission ticket.
has not canceled the admission ticket.
	
makes use of a reduced admission fee without entitlement.


Consumer dispute resolution
For the resolution of disputes related to consumer contracts in the area of M-Bäder,
the SWM is prepared to take part in the arbitration procedure of the national general
arbitration body of the Zentrum für Schlichtung e.V., Straßburger Straße 8, 77694 Kehl
am Rhein, Internet www.verbraucher-schlichter.de, mail@verbraucher-schlichter.de,
Fax 07851 7957941. This presupposes that you have approached the SWM and no
solution has been found which is satisfactory for both sides.
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